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The pursuit of excellence is the essential value we have never accepted compromises on, 

it is the engine that powers each phase of the production of our bresaolas, starting from 

raw material selection. With great effort and equal satisfaction, we detected certified 

suppliers all over the world who could meet our standards and who, at different latitudes, 

raise bovines of different breeds with great respect for animals’ welfare. The uniqueness of 

these breeds led us to create an ever-changing range of bresaolas, each one with its own 

identity and all able to satisfy the diverse needs of our consumers. For us, being market 

leaders means to keep our feet firmly planted on our values and in the bresaola tradition of 

Valtellina but to shape its future at the same time. We want to build a piece of this future 

also through this first Bresaola list.

It is a tool to discover the versatility of this cured meat by delving into the properties and 

best cooking suggestions of five among our products, with the invaluable help of two 

experts: Marco Bolasco, food journalist, and Angela Simonelli, architect and food designer. 

But for us, the Bresaola list is much more: it is a project born with the aim of avoiding 

hiding the origin of our best bresaolas’ raw materials but instead to let them be fully and 

clearly known because they are a source of pride for us. We want our consumers to learn to 

recognize the unique taste of a bresaola made with 100% Italian meat to then compare it 

with one made from Australian Black Angus or a very lean and tasty South African zebu. It 

does not matter which one they will like the most: each one has its own taste and taste has 

no borders. What is important is to be able to choose always in an informed and conscious 

way.

Claudio Palladi  Rigamonti CEO

Shaping 
the future 

of bresaola
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One 
bresaola 

many 
bresaolas

Texts and sensory analysis by Marco Bolasco
Food journalist

Recipes and photos by Angela Simonelli
Architect and food designer
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1913, Sondrio. Francesco 
Rigamonti opens a butcher’s-
deli and starts to prepare 
bresaola in the nearby 
workshop. More than a 
hundred years later, its name 
is a reference point for the 
processing of this typical 
cured meat that is the symbol 
of Valtellina, in Italy and all 
over the world. Over the 
generations, the challenge 
has been tough for this family: 
never to fall short to its values 
and, at the same time, to meet 
an ever-increasing demand. 
The Rigamonti family won this 
challenge with commitment 
and dedication, the key 
elements to find the perfect 
meeting point between the 
respect for tradition and the 
ability to innovate. This meeting 

Rigamonti
from 
past to 
present
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point generated Rigamonti’s 
spirit of research and led to 
the creation not of one but of 
many bresaolas, with the aim 
to express a diverse variety 
of taste shades by enhancing 
the unique characteristics of 
different bovines. This spirit 
of research is led by some 
cornerstones: the careful 
selection of excellent raw 
materials and of the finest 
meat cuts, like punta d’anca, 
and the skillful processing 
of pulps, hand-trimmed and 
covered with a mix of salt and 
spices: a production model 
where technological innovation 
is an ally of the trained eyes of 
those who can recognize the 
perfect “maturation” of each 
single piece. Because the art 
of doing things good is not an 
invention, from 1913 to present.

Bresaola, 
the healthy and 
contemporary 
cured meat
Taste and digestibility, 
lightness, and a concentration 
of nutrients. This is what makes 
bresaola a unique and versatile 
cured meat, perfect for 
people with the most diverse 
nutritional needs. The basis for 
Rigamonti bresaolas selection 
is the lean cured meat par 
excellence, prepared with 
naturally gluten- and lactose-
free bovine - not swine – meat. 
Thanks to the use of different 
meats, Rigamonti succeeded in 
obtaining a palette of bresaolas 
to satisfy the different tastes 
and needs of consumers at 
best: from those who follow 
a healthy lifestyle to those 
who love physical activity 
or follow a low-calorie diet. 
That is because, whatever the 
type, the nutritional profile of 
bresaola always ensures high 
noble proteins intake, low fats 
and even less carbohydrates. At 
the same time, it also combines 
taste and convenience in a 
product perfect for those with 
an “on the go” lifestyle and for 
those who have time to cook a 
more complex meal. A product 
to experience in a wide range 
of recipes and matchings.

The Punta d’anca 
cut, i.e. the rump 
(located in the upper 
thigh) deprived of the 
adductor muscle, 
is the finest cut 
of bovine thigh
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Exploring 
the colors and 

aromas of bresaola

How do you taste bresaola?
To taste it in all its forms, it 
isn’t enough to just taste it. 
To fully respect and preserve 
its qualities, you should first 
cut bresaola in thin – but not 
too thin – slices, between 0.6 
and 0.8 mm and to taste them 
alone, without frills, by simply 
taking them with your hands 
and learning to fully know 
them. This knowledge starts 
with observation, because 
bresaola is a treat for the eyes 
too: from a quality bresaola 
you expect a vivid and bright 
color, with more or less evident 
marbling (intramuscular fat), 
which in turn will bring a 
different taste. After sight, it is 
the turn of the sense of smell, 
which enables us to anticipate 
what we would like to find on 
the palate: bresaola should 
express easily recognizable 
meat aromas, the reflection of 
a skillful and balanced use of 
spices, as well as the aromas of 
natural and slow aging lasting 

for at least 4 weeks. And then, 
in the end, the tasting, to 
appreciate the slices melting 
in your mouth and their 
softness. Finally, taste should 
be persistent and leave a clean 
mouth at the same time.

Once cut, bresaola 
should be eaten fresh 
- preferably within 24 
hours – and stored in 
the fridge in a sealed 
container

In Valtellina, bresaola 
is a true cult.
It is not by chance 
that – when 
without other added 
ingredients– it is 
defined as “saint”: the 
best way to taste it
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The first 
bresaola 

list
A selection of five Rigamonti bresaolas to 
tell the diverse potentialities of this cured 

meat, from the original meat profile to the 
tasting personalities, complete with serving 

suggestions and recipes to try.
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identity card

ORIGIN 
BRASIL

BREED
BRAHMA, GUZERAT AND NELLORE (ZEBU)

CUT
PUNTA D’ANCA

APPEARANCE 
PINK COLOR, FEW FAT STREAKS

AROMAS 
AROMAS EVOKING HAY 
AND SCENTS OF RAW MEAT

INTENSITY 
MEDIUM: FRESH AND ELEGANT

Bresaola
della
Valtellina
PGI
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Raw material 
profile
They were born and grown under South 
American sun: Brahma, Guzerat, and Nellore. 
They are three zebu breeds, a bovine with fine, 
very lean, and especially toned meat, perfect 
for PGI-certified bresaola. In Brasil, where 
these animals are bred, they - most of all the 
male ones - are granted an outdoor life, the 
freedom to graze and to eat only grass for at 
least 18 months.

Tasting
Fresh and delicate, it is perfect to have fun 
with summer recipes. Made exclusively with 
punta d’anca cut, it is simply the best bresaola 
in Valtellina. It has a nice pink color with rare 
streaks of fat as a counterpoint. On the nose, it 
recalls of hay and raw meat, while the softness 
of its slices immediately appears on the palate. 
Moreover, it is characterized by lightness: 
elegant and not too persistent taste, well-
balanced salinity with slightly fruity aromas.

Perfect on a slice of whole meal bread 
with walnuts and raisins, while sipping 

either some sapid white wine with a 
good acidity level, or some sparkling or 

rose wine.
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* 32 slices of bresaola della 
Valtellina PGI

* 50 g Carnaroli rice
* Seed oil for cooking
* 2 fennels
* 80 g EVO oil

* 2 spoons apple cider vinegar
* 2 spoons Dijon mustard
* 2 spoons Acacia honey
* 50 g valerian salad
* Salt

1 Cook the rice in slightly salted water for 30 minutes, then blend 
with the immersion blender. Spread the rice cream on the tin 
covered with baking paper and put in the oven at 100° C for 2 
hours.

2 Cut some pieces of the rice sheet and fry them in boiling oil for 
a few seconds. Then, drain it on some paper towels.

3 Cut the fennel in thin slices with a mandolin.
4 Emulsify mustard with oil, vinegar, salt, and honey.
5 Put a rice sheet on the dish and then some valerian salad 

seasoned with vinaigrette on it.
6 Above it, put a slice of bresaola and some fennel, then repeat 

and season the top with some more vinaigrette.
7 Serve this dish cold.

Millefeuille 
with bresaola, 
fennels, rice 
chips, valerian, 
and vinaigrette 
with honey
 

The ideal bread in this case is 
a bun, so long as it is fresh. Cut 
it in half, spread a thin veil of 
Dijon mustard on the lower half 
and then some slices of beef 
tomato (paper-thin slices too). 
Complete with some bresaola 
rolls and then cover with the 
upper half of the bun.

Flash idea

With tomatoes and 
mustard

Ingredients / 4 people

Instructions

Bresaola
della
Valtellina
PGI

Recipe
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* 2 slices of bread for 
sandwiches

* 50 g cream cheese
* 16 slices of Bresaola della 

Valtellina PGI
* 150 g pickled vegetables
* 50 g pitted black olives
* 40 g black sesame

1 Slightly dampen the slices of bread with some sprays of water, 
then flatten them with the rolling pin.

2 Spread a thin veil of cheese on one side of the slice of bread, 
then add the slices of bresaola on the whole surface and align 
pickled vegetables at the center.

3 Create a roll with the help of some cling film by curling the long 
side, then close the edges like a candy before putting the roll in 
the fridge for 2 hours.

4 With a sharp knife, cut some cylinders being 4 cm high, spread 
some cheese on the outer part and then coat them in sesame.

5 Serve the fake maki cold.

Fake maki with bread 
for sandwiches, crunchy 
pickled vegetables, cream 
cheese, bresaola, and 
sesame

Instructions

To enhance the elegance of 
this cured meat, the perfect 

matching is with some truffle 
EVO oil. Arrange the thin slices 

of bresaola on a dinner plate 
and paint with the flavored oil 
to then serve them with some 

Robiola di Roccaverano cheese.

Recipe

flash IDEA  

With truffle oil

Ingredients / 4 PERSONE
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Angus
Bresaola

identity card

ORIGIN
SOUTH AMERICA

BREED
ABERDEEN ANGUS

CUT
PUNTA D’ANCA

APPEARANCE 
BRIGHT RED, STREAKS OF FAT

AROMAS 
HERBACEOUS, SPICY AND PEPPERY NOTES

INTENSITY 
MEDIUM-HIGH: STRONG PERSONALITY 
AND FINAL TASTE
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Raw material 
profile
Happily “expatriated”, the Aberdeen Angus 
breed - named after an area in Scotland - has 
actually found its perfect habitat in another 
continent too. More precisely in South America, 
where the meat used for this bresaola comes 
from. This meat comes from male animals 
living outdoors, grazing in freedom and already 
being more than one year old.

Tasting
This bresaola has a bright red color with some 
streaks of fat, the sign of a good marbling that 
finds its best expression on the palate, giving 
personality and a strong final taste to the 
product. This personality is also expressed on 
the nose: it is indeed characterized by a strong 
aroma due to its aging, with herbaceous, spicy, 
and slightly peppery notes. To taste it at its 
best, it is worth cutting thicker slices which do 
not lose their softness anyway.

To be served with some vegetable 
chips and a good glass of Riesling
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* 4 slices Angus bresaola
* 80 g caprine cheese
* 40 g sliced almonds
* 6 yellow Golden apples
* A pinch of powdered ginger

* Salt
* 20 g EVO oil

1 Bring a glass of water to the boil in the microwave oven.
2 Put the caprine cheese in a mug, add some spoons of boiling 

water and prepare a cream.
3 Toast almonds in a pan on low heat.
4 Peel and cut the apples in pieces, the put them in a basket and 

steam for about 15 minutes.
5 With an immersion blender, prepare a smooth puree.
6 Add a pinch of salt and powdered ginger, then mix.
7 Put the cream in a bowl and season with oil, caprine cheese 

cream and almonds.
8 Make a bresaola roll and put it on the cream before serving.

Fan of bresaola 
on apples and 
ginger cream 
with a spiral of 
caprine cheese 
and toasted 
almonds

Bread, marmalade and…Angus 
Bresaola. Given its character, 
it is worth using some Tuscan 
bread, thus an unsalted one. 
Cut a slice, spread a veil of 
bitter orange marmalade and 
complete with the slices of 
bresaola.

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE

Instructions

Angus
Bresaola

RECIPE

flash IDEA

Bread, marmalade 
and…Angus Bresaola
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* 8 slices Angus bresaola
* 25 g 00 flour
* 25 g powdered almonds
* 25 g granulated sugar
* 4 g salt
* 25 g butter
* 2 fresh mangos
* 2 peaches
* 80 g granulated sugar + 

water 60°C

1 Mix butter with flour, powdered almonds, sugar, and salt.
2 With a scraper and a wide-mesh sieve, obtain some crumbs to 

cook at 180° C in the oven on a tray covered with baking paper.
3 Take out of the oven and let cool.
4 Peel the mangos and the peaches, remove the stones and cut in 

small cubes, then freeze them.
5 Mix hot water and sugar until it melts to obtain a syrup.
6 Put the frozen cubes in a pitcher and blend them with the sugar 

syrup with an immersion blender to obtain the sorbet.
7 Put the crumble in the glasses and pour the sorbet.
8 Make two roses with bresaola and put them on the sorbet before 

serving it.

Mango and peach sorbet 
with salty almonds 
shortbread crumble and 
flowers of bresaola

Wash and dry some iceberg 
lettuce leaves, cut them in thin 

slices and arrange them on a 
dinner dish. Arrange the slices 
of bresaola and complete with 
some powdered white pepper 

and a drizzle of the EVO oil you 
prefer. 

Instructions

RECIPE

flash IDEA

On iceberg lettuce

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE
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Bresaola
Gran
Fesa

identity card

ORIGIN 
FRANCE AND ITALY

BREED
CHAROLAISE AND LIMOUSINE

CUT
PUNTA D’ANCA

APPEARANCE 
BRIGHT RED, FEW STREAKS OF FAT

AROMAS 
SPICY NOTES

INTENSITY 
MEDIUM: ELEGANT AND STRONG
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Raw material 
profile
The bovines for Gran Fesa have a passport 
from Italy and from the other side of the Alps. 
More precisely, we are talking about Charolaise 
and Limousine breeds: these animals, mostly 
males, are already more than one year old and 
are bred in stalls where they are free to move 
around outdoors. As of their diet, their menu is 
grass- and cereal-based.

Tasting
Elegance and strength: these are the two 
characteristics of Gran Fesa that make it a 
daily product with its own personality. It has 
a nice uniform color with few streaks of fat 
while on the nose there are slightly spicy and 
blood notes, the sign of well-done processing 
and aging. From the first mouthful, the slices 
are compact but easy to bite, and tasting is a 
nice surprise that reveals the complexity of this 
product: its strong taste is accompanied by an 
acidic note and at the end it is salty with a bitter 
note.

In the glass some blanche beer - 
drinkable and perfumed - and in the 

dish some tasty buffalo ricotta
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* 16 slices of Gran Fesa bresaola
* 50 g EVO oil
* 10 g dill
* 2 slices of bread

* 300 g yellow melon 
(cleaned and peeled)

* 400 g ricotta cheese

1 EVO oil should be flavored in a bottle with a stick of slightly 
worked dill (so that leaves can release their aromas). Let it rest 
for one month.

2 Grease a slice of bresaola with a brush immersed in the flavored 
EVO oil.

3 Cut a slice of bread in cubes, then toast them in a pan with a 
few oil and salt.

4 Cut the melon in cubes of the same size as bread ones.
5 Put ricotta cheese in a sac à poche.
6 Make a cornucopia with the slice of bresaola so that the inner 

side is the one flavored with drill.
7 Fill it with ricotta, cubes of melon and bread. Finally, add a pinch 

of drill.
8 Serve the dish cold.

Cornucopia of 
bresaola with 
bread cubes, 
ricotta cheese, 
melon and dill 

Cut two slices of brioche bread 
with the same thickness. On 
the first one, put the slices of 
bresaola and then some thick 
flakes of Parmesan cheese. 
Complete by putting a drizzle 
of chestnut honey with the 
appropriate teaspoon and then 
put the other slice of bread.

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE

INSTRUCTIONS

Bresaola
Gran
Fesa

RECIPE

flash IDEA  

With honey and 
Parmesan cheese
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* 12 slices of bresaola Gran Fesa 
* 100 g focaccia bread
* 240 g Robiola cheese
* A small bunch of chives
* EVO oil
* Salt
* Pepper

1 Cut the focaccia bread in cubes, then pour in 2 l of water and bring 
to the boil.

2 Lower the fire and allow the broth to simmer for about 1 hour, 
adding a pinch of salt and pepper in the end.

3 After this time, filter the broth and put it aside.
4 For the stuffing, mix Robiola cheese with chopped chives, then put 

in a sac à poche.
5 Take a slice of bresaola and put some filling at its center.
6 Spread a drizzle of oil on its edge, then close the slice ravioli-style.
7 Pour some lukewarm focaccia bread in a soup bowl and then put 

ravioli at its center.
8 Season with a few EVO oil and a sprinkling of pepper.

Bresaola ravioli filled 
with robiola cheese and 
wild herbs on focaccia 
bread broth

INSTRUCTIONS

Cover a dinner dish with slices of 
Gran Fesa, cut two hard-boiled 
eggs in slices and arrange them 

on bresaola ones. Before serving, 
complete with a drizzle of 

delicate EVO oil and with some 
chives cut into rings.

RECIPE

  flash IDEA

With hard-boiled eggs

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE
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Black
Angus
Bresaola

identity card

ORIGIN 
AUSTRALIA, NORTH AMERICA, EUROPE
(IRELAND AND UNITED KINGDOM)

BREED
ABERDEEN ANGUS

CUT
PUNTA D’ANCA

APPEARANCE 
LIVELY RED, 
INTENSE MARBLING

AROMAS 
HINTS OF GRILLED MEAT

INTENSITY 
HIGH: STRONG AND CAPTIVATING
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Raw material 
profile
A tour around the world under the sing 
of Black Angus, a bovine belonging to the 
Aberdeen Angus breed and characterized by 
its black coat. The animals whose cut is chosen 
to prepare this bresaola come from three 
continents, more precisely from Australia, 
North America, and Europe (Ireland and the 
United Kingdom). They are almost always male 
animals being more than one year old and most 
of all with a lifestyle and a quality of life that, in 
their case, is ensured by free outdoors stalling 
and by a cereal-based diet.

Tasting
Crackling and perfect to break down the 
stereotype that binds bresaola exclusively to a 
delicate flavor: simply taste a slice to change 
your mind. Its color is very lively red with 
intensive streaks of fat that create a marbled 
effect. It has a tasty grilled meat aroma (it 
recalls of rib-eye steak) which is well confirmed 
on the palate: rich and captivating with sweet 
notes, mouth-melting and persistent thanks 
to the fat. Whoever wants to experience a 
bresaola tasting should remember to taste 
this one at the end, so as not to loom over the 
others’ tastes.

Here it is worth daring, maybe by 
matching bresaola with some currant 
jam and a glass of rose Franciacorta 

wine.
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* 24 slices of Black Angus 
bresaola

* 125 g wild berries
* 50 g mixed salad
* 2 teaspoons Dijon mustard

* 2 spoons vinegar
* 6 spoons EVO oil
* 2 slices of bread
* Salt

1 Arrange the slices of bresaola on a serving dish by overlapping 
them on one side and by creating a sort of stripe at the center 
of the dish.

2 By using hand pressure, crumble the slices of bread on a baking 
tray to obtain some small and non-homogeneous crumbs.

3 Surround the slices of bresaola with some mixed salad and then 
sprinkle some breadcrumbs and a pinch of salt over them.

4 Add the wild berries over the mixed salad.
5 Emulsify mustard with oil, vinegar and salt in a mug using a 

whisk.
6 Pour the vinaigrette on bresaola and mixed salad.
7 Sprinkle some pepper and serve the dish cold.

Carpaccio of 
bresaola with 
mixed salad, 
wild berries, 
vinaigrette and 
breadcrumbs 

Cut two equally thick slices of 
sourdough brown bread. On the 
first one, arrange bresaola and 
then some dollops of kale pesto. 
Then put the other slice of 
bread on top and the sandwich 
is ready.

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE

INSTRUCTIONS

Black
Angus
Bresaola

RECIPE

IDEA  flash

With kale pesto
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* 12 slices of Black Angus bresaola
* 1 fresh ginger root
* Powdered ginger
* 1 organic lemon
* 350 g Carnaroli rice
* 150 g fresh alpine cheese
* Salt

1 Bring water with the peeled fresh ginger root and the lemon 
peel to the boil.

2 Let water boil for 20 minutes, then put aside.
3 Toast the rice in a pan, then add water to ginger and lemon to 

cook it.
4 When cooked, remove from heat, let rest, and cover the pan 

with a cloth, then add some alpine cheese and whisk.
5 Season with salt, then add some lemon zest and powdered 

ginger and mix one last time.
6 Pour the risotto in a flat serving dish and spread it with little 

bumps of the palm.
7 Form 3 butterflies with bresaola and arrange them on the 

risotto, then serve the dish hot.

Risotto with ginger, 
lemon, alpine cheese
and carpaccio 
of bresaola

INSTRUCTIONS

Take a quite big dinner dish and 
spread the slices of bresaola 

by leaving the central part of 
the dish empty. Spread some 

intense EVO oil on the slices and 
finally put some battered and 
then fried sage at the center.

Serve immediately.

RECIPE

  flash IDEA

With fried sage

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE
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100%
Italian
Cuor di Bresaola

identity card

ORIGIN 
ITALY

BREED
ITALIAN BOVINES FROM SELECTED BREEDS

CUT
ROUND OF THICK FLANK

APPEARANCE 
DARK RED, 
SEVERAL FAT STREAKS

AROMAS 
SPICY AND PARTICULARLY 
PEPPERY NOTES

INTENSITY 
HIGH: PERSISTENT AND TASTY 
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Raw material 
profile
Getting to the heart of bresaola, more precisely 
of the 100% Italian one. If, indeed, 100% Italian 
bresaola is made from four cuts of bovine thigh 
(Round of thick flank, magatello, punta d’anca 
and sottofesa cuts), Cuor di Bresaola is made 
mainly from the first one, therefore the part at 
the beginning of the hip. In both cases, quality 
standards are the same: the cuts come from 
the best bovine breeds farmed in Italy (based 
on the variety of farmers working on the 
territory) and being more than one year old, 
whose respect and well-being are guaranteed 
by following the free outdoors stalling model 
and a mixed diet made of grass and cereals.

Tasting
Unique: this bresaola is darker and more 
compact due to the peculiar aging technique 
– without the use of casings – and recalls of 
the times when cured meats were aged in 
houses’ cellars. Therefore, it should be cut 
into thicker and homogeneous slices to enjoy 
it from every point of view: starting from fat, 
which shows itself through several streaks that 
can be concentrated in some points. On the 
nose, curing is what prevails and gives spicy and 
peppery notes that introduce a tasty bresaola 
on the palate, without excesses and most of all 
markedly persistent, with smoked notes at the 
end.

To be served with some mountain 
cheese and a glass of Schiava dell’Alto 

Adige wine
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* 8 slices of Cuor di Bresaola
* 50 g Stracchino cheese
* 4 fresh eggs
* Black pepper

* Salt
* Vinegar

1 Melt stracchino in a small pan on low heat.
2 Pour water and vinegar in a small pan and bring to the boil, add 

salt, make a whirlpool with a spoon, and pour the egg at the 
center.

3 Wait 3 minutes, then take the poached egg with a skimmer.
4 Spread the stracchino cream on the base of the dish and 

arrange the poached egg at the center.
5 Add a flower of bresaola on it and a sprinkle of black pepper 

before serving.

Poached egg 
with stripes 
of bresaola 
and toasted 
almonds

Take a quite thick slice of 
mixed seeds rye bread. Then 
spread some soft butter from 
centrifuged cream, arrange the 
slices of bresaola and complete 
with some capers powder (as an 
alternative, you can use some 
chopped caperberries).

INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE

INSTRUCTIONS

RECIPE

100%
Italian 
Bresaola

flash IDEA  

With rye bread, 
butter and capers
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* 8 slices of Cuor di Bresaola
* 250 g fresh Swiss chards
* Salt
* 40 gr EVO oil
* 50 g whole meal bread
* 320 g spaghetti

1 Remove the stems from Swiss chards leaves, then cook them in 
boiling water for 2 minutes.

2 Drain and put them in cold water and ice.
3 Drain them again and blend with EVO oil and cooking water 

until obtaining a very liquid cream. 
4 Toast the whole meal bread - previously cut in small cubes - in 

a pan with some oil.
5 Cut bresaola in stripes.
6 In a big pan, pour the Swiss chards cream, light the fire, and 

cook spaghetti al dente.
7 Create a turban of pasta with tongs and arrange it at the 

center of the dish.
8 Sprinkle some breadcrumbs and bresaola stripes and serve.

Risotto-style spaghetti 
with Swiss chards, whole 
meal breadcrumbs and 
stripes of bresaola

RECIPE INGREDIENTS / 4 PEOPLE

INSTRUCTIONS

Arrange the slices of Cuor di 
Bresaola on a dinner dish until 

covering it. Then arrange some 
not too thick slices of peeled 

grilled pumpkin, complete with a 
drizzle of hazelnut oil and even 

with some toasted pumpkin 
seeds.

IDEA  flash

With grilled 
pumpkin
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